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Fig 3. Confusion matrices illustrated by heat maps. The gradient encodes
the accuracy for each block of the confusion matrix. Rows and columns
direction indicate the ground truth and the predicted operator respectively.
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Modeling MBB with statistical representations of numerous parameters
can sometimes be inadequate. We show that, leveraging Machine
Learning based models for modeling MBB networks is a more intelligent
and efficient method to capture and understand their unexpected
behavior.

We tune Random Forests to build a classification learning model.
Figure 3a shows the heat map of the confusion matrix for 3 MNOs.
Each operator can be identified with an accuracy of 67%, 71% and
62% accuracy respectively.

We also account for the roaming scenario where a national
agreement between Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNOs) and
a native one exists. Figure 3b depicts a clear differentiation between
A1 and both MVNOs, most likely due to resource constraints
enforced by A1 to bob and yesss!.

In recent years, the use of Mobile Broadband Networks (MBB) has
exploded due to the staggering increase of mobile devices, combined
with the availability of high-capacity mobile networks [1]. A research
question arises whether different MNOs can be characterized and
differentiated by just looking into the end user measurements.

Fig 1. MNOs can be visualized as circles within a map. The color specifies
their operating point.

Figure 2 illustrates the characteristics of RTR measurements collected
from September 2016 – January 2017 for devices running on Android
in LTE. We use violin plots to encode the volume of data per
operator. We observe that the range and the density of the
parameters do not vary greatly from one operator to another,
making it hard to find a single parameter to clearly differentiate the
operators.

Fig 2. QoS and LTE power specific characteristics for Austria's top 3 MNOs.
Data were taken from the Austria Regulatory Authority for Broadcasting
and telecommunications (RTR) database.

Identifying	Patterns	Between	Different	Mobile	Network	
Operators	(MNOs)

The	RTR	Open	Crowdsourced	Dataset
RTR-Nettest [2] is a measurement platform launched by the Austrian
Regulatory Authority for Broadcasting and Telecommunications (RTR)
in 2013. Together with the source code it provides the RTR Open
Data dataset. A subset of the RTR features is selected for our study.
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A	Statistical	Approach:	Is	it	sufficient?	

Supervised	Learning:	A	more	intelligent	approach

Using	a	single	feature:	Is	it	really	possible?
We assume there is only one feature available in the dataset and
investigate what the dominant feature is for contrasting MNOs.
Results show that we can identify MNOs with an average accuracy of
60% by using only latency. However, by using all available features
clearly increases the accuracy of the classifier.

Fig 4. Accuracy per MNO using a single feature. The background bars
indicate the accuracy of the native scenario.
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